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Wetting-controlled drop emission in forced microfluidic filaments
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The controlled formation of micron-sized drops is of
great importance in microfluidic technological applica-
tions. Here we present a novel, wetting-based, desta-
bilization mechanism of forced microfilaments on either
hydrophilic or hydrophobic dry stripes, that leads to the
periodic emission of droplets1.

The drop emission mechanism is triggered above a
critical forcing, where the contact line no longer follows
the leading edge of the filament. We propose a dynamical
model which includes the effects of wetting, capillarity,
viscous friction and the driving force to determine the
interface cofiguration at the threshold. We compare our
theory to lattice-Boltzmann simulations and microfluidic
experiments, accounting for the emission threshold and
hence the size and emission period of droplets, which can
be controlled independently.

Our results show that the critical filament velocity
depends strongly on wetting, and exhibits a qualita-
tive different behaviour on hydrophilic and hydrophobic
stripes, which arises from the dependency of viscous dis-
sipation on the shape of the advancing interface. Our
results suggest that this new kind of instability in con-
tact lines is general to advancing fronts2, and opens new
possibilities of exploiting wetting to handle interfaces at
the microscale.

Figura 1. Drop emission in microfilament forced on a hy-
drophilic substrate (Lattice-Boltzmann simulation).
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